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Tornado Relief 
Following the massive tornado outbreaks across 

the South and Midwest this past month, disaster 

response has begun to help restore the damage in 

many ways. Mission to North America (MNA, a PCA 

affiliate) has one such relief effort, and for this 

month’s Communion offering, we will be donating to them. You can write a check to 

Mission to North America marked “For Tornado Relief.” MNA does not charge any 

fees for administrative services, so 100% of your donations go directly to the area 

designated. Visit http://www.pcamna.org/disaster/ to check for updates on the 

prayer requests and volunteer work amidst the tragedy.  

MESS + STING = 

MESSTING? 
 

This month, rejoin your fellow youth group 

members after a long hiatus. MESS and 

STING will have combined meetings over 

the summer, with two this month: 
 

 June 17th from 7:00-9:30 p.m. 

 June 25th from 2:00-5:00 p.m. 

New Members 
On June 26th, Faith will officially 

receive a number of new members 

into our congregation. Please be 

sure to attend that Sunday service 

so that you may extend the right 

hand of fellowship to them! 

www… 
Session has recently proposed and passed a motion for 

the renovation of the church’s website. Lord willing, by 

the end of the summer, www.faith-pca-akron.com will 

be refreshed with updated layout, information, and re-

sources to keep church members and potential visitors 

well updated on who we are and what we do here at 

Faith.  

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://infotechgarage.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/05/joplin-tornado-pictures.jpg&imgrefurl=http://infotechgarage.com/tornado-sweeps-joplin-missouri.html&usg=__inqQwaS3X-XnfMF_6rHIvnoLIBc=&h=269&w=400&sz=30&hl=en&start=
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An excerpt from Nancy Pearcey’s Saving Leonardo 

  

The two-story concept of truth  

Values 

Private, subjective, relative 

__________________________ 

Facts 

Public, Objective, Universal 

 The fact/value dualism has proved remarkably effective for advancing secularists’ social and political 
power, while stripping the public square of moral and theological perspectives. That’s because it allows secu-
larists to claim a monopoly on truth. They do not need to outlaw ideas or use coercive measures. All they 
have to say is, “Our secular views are based on objective science and facts. But your theologically based views 
are personal and private. And while we certainly respect them, you have no right to apply your private pref-
erences to the public square—to politics or education or health care.” 

 The concept of tolerance has thus been redefined to mean that moral and theological convictions are 
fine as long as they are kept in the private sphere. The implication is that anyone who brings a Christian per-
spective into the public square will not be tolerated. As Stanley Fish puts it, under the regime of secular toler-
ance, religious adherents are compelled to live double lives—to suppress their deepest convictions when 
they enter the workplace or civic space. In public they are required to support ideas like “individualism, pro-
gress, profit, and secularism,” even if at home they are committed to alternate ideas such as community, al-
truism, and transcendence. 

 Thus ironically the term tolerance is used to justify intolerance toward Christianity. It is even treated 
as something socially harmful that must be carefully contained…. Francis Crick of DNA fame once said that 
Christianity is alright between consenting adults, but it should not be taught to children. 

 This dynamic explains why American institutions of power—law, media, academia, entertainment—
are highly secularized, even though the nation has a largely Christian cultural history, and even though the 
American populace remains the most religious among the industrialized nations. Peter Berger offers a strik-
ing metaphor for this strange schism. Statistically, in terms of the sheer number of religious adherents, he 
says, the most religious country in the world is India. The most secular country in the world is Sweden. So 
how could we characterize America? It is a nation of “Indians” ruled by “Swedes.” That is, the populace is as 
religious as the Indians, while the power elites are as secular as the Swedes. 
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 Let’s take that analogy a step further. How do the “Swedish” elites establish and maintain their 
power? How do they successfully ward off all challenges by the “Indians”? The fact/value split does the work 
for them. The “Indians” view is put in the upper story, where it is treated as a harmless personal pastime in-
stead of a serious contender for truth. As Yale law professor Stephen Carter complains, elite culture treats 
religion as private and trivial, “like building model airplanes, just another hobby,” not something that ought 
“to be mentioned in serious discourse.” 

 A striking example appeared in the documentary film, “Expelled.” Biologist P.Z. Myers, an aggressive 
polemicist for atheism, said he looks forward to the day when religion is treated as a pastime that people do 
for fun on the weekend “like knitting”—something “that really doesn’t affect their life.” 

 Of course, when theologically based perspectives are locked into the private realm, then only secular 
perspectives will be operative in the public realm. This explains the common complaint voiced by the Ameri-
can populace that “Washington is not listening.” Their ideas never make it past the intellectual gatekeeper. 
The fact/value dichotomy has the effect of depriving targeted groups of social and political power. They may 
be accommodated for a while out of political expediency. But their ideas are not taken seriously, and they 
will be dismissed as soon as the political climate makes it safe to do so. 

 A recent news clip illustrates how the practice works. In May 2008 the British parliament approved 
the creation of animal/human hybrids in the laboratory. The Times science editor hailed it as a “watershed 
for British science” and “free scientific inquiry.” He then praised Parliament for overriding opposition from 
what he called “a religious minority.” The point is that once the opposing ideas had been labeled scientific 
versus religious, no further argument was felt to be needed. All moral, ethical, philosophical, and metaphysi-
cal objections to animal/human hybrids were simply ignored. 

 The Newsweek religion editor labeled the two opposing sides even more starkly: “Reason defines one 
kind of reality (what we know); faith defines another (what we don’t know).” In any public debate, what we 
know is obviously going to win out over what we don’t know every time. In the words of Philip Johnson, for-
mer law professor at UC Berkeley, “Agnostics rule America...because their metaphysics (i.e., scientific natu-
ralism) rules the universities, and the universities control the social definition of knowledge.” That is, the uni-
versities define “what we know.” 

 Todd Gitlin was right: Whoever marches on the English department—and the rest of the university—
will end up wielding political power. 

 


